INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS: USE BLACK OR BLUE BALLPOINT PEN ONLY. To vote for a candidate of your choice, complete the arrow to the right of the candidate’s name. To vote for a qualified write-in candidate, PRINT the person’s name in the blank space provided and complete the arrow.

PARTISAN OFFICES
STATE
GOVERNOR
CHARLENE FRANZ ORANGE
GERARD HARRIS YELLOW
LINDA BARGMANN TAN
BARBARA ADCOCK GOLD
DOUGLAS ALPERN INDEPENDENT
FREDERICK SHARP PURPLE
ALEX WALLACE AQUA
BARBARA WILLIAMS AQUA
ALTHEA SHARP SILVER
ANN WINDBECK INDEPENDENT

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
CHRIS NORBERG ORANGE
ANTHONY PARKS YELLOW
LUIS GARCIA TAN
CHARLES QUALIE PURPLE
GEORGE HOVIS LIME
BURT ZIRKLE AQUA

ATTORNEY GENERAL
LAILA SHAMSY YELLOW
LILLIAN COHEN LIME

INSURANCE COMMISSIONERS
Vote for no more than Five
CAMILLE ARGENT ORANGE
CHLOE WITHERSPOON ORANGE
VALARIE ALTMAN ORANGE
CHARLENE HENESSEY YELLOW
SHEILA MOSKOWITZ TAN
MARY TAWA PURPLE
DAMIAN RANGEL PURPLE
HELEN MOORE LIME
JOHN WHITE LIME
JOE LEE AQUA
JOE BARRY AQUA
MARTIN SCHREINER AQUA
ERIC SAVOY SILVER

UNITED STATES
SENATOR
VOTE FOR ONE
DENNIS WEIFORD ORANGE
LLOYD GARRISS YELLOW
SYLVIA WENTWORTH-FARINGTON TAN
VICTOR MARTINEZ PURPLE
DAVID PLATT LIME
HEATHER PORTIER AQUA

UNITED STATES
REPRESENTATIVE
VOTE FOR ONE
BRAD PLUNKARD ORANGE
BRUCE REEDER YELLOW
GLEN TAWA PURPLE
CARROLL FORREST LIME

STATE SENATOR
STATE ASSEMBLYMAN
VOTE FOR ONE
EDWARD SHIPLETT ORANGE
MARTY TALARICO YELLOW
ANDREA SOLIS PURPLE
AMOS KELLER LIME
ANDREA SOLIS ORANGE
AMOS KELLER YELLOW
EDWARD SHIPLETT PURPLE
MARTY TALARICO LIME

ALAMEDA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
RANKED-CHOICE VOTING BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS: USE BLACK OR BLUE BALLPOINT PEN ONLY. To vote for a candidate of your choice, complete the arrow to the right of the candidate’s name. To vote for a qualified write-in candidate, PRINT the person’s name in the blank space provided and complete the arrow. You may rank up to three choices. Vote across in each race.

1. Mark your first choice in Column 1.
2. Mark your second choice in Column 2. This choice must be different from your first choice.
3. Mark your third choice in Column 3. This choice must be different from your first and second choices.

For Mayor Nonpartisan
1. Michael Marchesani
2. Kenneth Mitchell
3. Orville White
4. Gregory Seldon
5. Harvey Eagle
6. Randall Rupp

For Mayor Nonpartisan
1. Vote for One
2. Vote for One
3. Vote for One

For District Attorney Nonpartisan
1. Anna Mae Silver
2. Robert Demergue
3. Ester York
4. Elmer Hull
5. Harvey Smith
6. Carroll Barker

For District Attorney Nonpartisan
1. Vote for One
2. Vote for One
3. Vote for One

For Assessor Nonpartisan
1. Carroll Shry
2. Beverly Barker
3. Donald Davis
4. Hugh Smith
5. Reid Feister
6. Beverly Shry
7. Donald Rupp
8. Hugh Feister
9. Janet Sterner
10. Carol Sionkowksi
11. Don Calvert
12. Michael Spool

For Assessor Nonpartisan
1. Vote for One
2. Vote for One
3. Vote for One

VOTE BOTH SIDES